
NEW! JUMP ROCKET® DUELING ROCKETS  #12812
3, 2, 1....BLAST OFF! Challenge a friend to a rocket launching duel. See who can send their rocket the highest, or furthest 
in any direction. Our New DUELING JUMP ROCKETS® Set has a large Launch Pad with 2 Swivel Launcher Tubes that will 
air fire rockets 250 feet up or downrange at the same time! Simply slide the soft safe, foam JR Rockets onto each 
Swivel Launcher Tube, count down and simultaneously jump and land on the Air Pumps to launch. Watch both 
Rockets BLAST OFF! The DUELING JUMP ROCKETS® Set is made for tandem rocket launches, but it can also be 
used solo by one child. Our patent pending unique and newly designed Launch Tube can swivel in any direction 
so the rockets can also be launched at all angles and directions. The DUELING JUMP ROCKETS® Set is easy to use, 
and is 100% kid-powered! Kids will have hours of fun playing with our Jump Rocket range, and they will also 
get some exercise each time they jump on the pump and chase down the rockets.  
Set includes 2 Air Pumps, 2 Swivel Launch Tubes, Launch Pad and 6 Foam JR Rockets. 
Recommended for ages 4 and up. Package Dimensions:  10” x 8.5” x 4” (12) 
MSRP $24.99
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JUMPAROO® BOING!™ Pogo by AIR KICKS® (In 2 Sizes)
BOING! BOING! BOING! What makes the sturdy, all-metal JUMPAROO® BOING™ Pogo stand out from others? First there’s the  
Y-shaped handle with foam grips that offers more hand positions than standard pogos, and greatly increases its control and 
ease of use. Even klutzy kids can step right on and bounce. The rugged metal spring is completely encased by a steel housing, 
so there’s no possibility of pinching, and all surfaces are rounded for extra safety. Even the rubber “foot” is superior. Its 2” 
diameter is twice that of most pogos, for greater security and stability. A boon to balance and a great calorie burner, our BOING!† 
is so fun kids don’t even realize they’re exercising! Ages 6 & Up.

NEW! #11153 BOING!™ Max  
(large)

Assorted colors, Black/Orange and White/Blue 
(90-160 lbs.) Dimensions: 44” x 14” x 2.5” (2)  MSRP $57.99

NEW! #11152 BOING!™ Pro 
(medium)

Assorted colors, Black/Green and White/Blue 
(60-100 lbs.) Dimensions: 40” x 14” x 2.5” (2)  MSRP $57.99

JUMPAROO® BOING!™ JR  #11147
Our new BOING!™ JR is sized shorter for smaller kids from 50-90 lbs.  Like 
our entire family of BOING!™ Pogos, the rugged metal spring is com-
pletely encased within a steel housing for safety.  Includes foam grips on 
a T-handle and rugged rubber type non-slip foot. Comes in color Purple.  
Green color version also available, but limited to stock on hand.
Ages 4 & Up.  (50-90 lbs.) 
Dimensions: 37” x 10.25” x 2.75” (4)  
MSRP $39.99

 GET UP AND POGO! GET UP AND POGO!

SEE BOING! 
IN ACTION!

SEE BOING! 
IN ACTION!

2 3

#11141 JACKHAMMER™  
EXTREME POGO JUMPER
Lookin’ to get some BIG AIR!? Look no further. Our JACKHAMMER Pogo Jumper is 
like none other on the market. It uses a special bow-shaped spring made of composite 
fiber to propel the rider to new heights! With jumping heights up to 4 feet possible, 
there will be no shortage  of fun on this pogo. Besides the composite fiber spring, 
the Pogo Jumper is made out of high-grade aluminum and weighs less than 8 lbs! 
JACKHAMMER Pogo easily accommodates weights from 120 to 154 lbs.(54-70 Kgs.)  
Ages 13 & Up. Package Dimensions: 38.25 x 13.625  x 6.375 (1) MSRP $169.99

BOX DISPLAYS  
VERTICAL OR HORIZONTAL!

SEE JACKHAMMER 
IN ACTION!
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Prices are not guaranteed and are subject to change without notice.

$41.00 Cdn.
2 per case

$51.50 Cdn. 2 per case

$50.00 Cdn., 2 per case



JUMPAROO® BOING!™ Pogo by AIR KICKS® (In 2 Sizes)
BOING! BOING! BOING! What makes the sturdy, all-metal JUMPAROO® BOING™ Pogo stand out from others? First there’s the  
Y-shaped handle with foam grips that offers more hand positions than standard pogos, and greatly increases its control and 
ease of use. Even klutzy kids can step right on and bounce. The rugged metal spring is completely encased by a steel housing, 
so there’s no possibility of pinching, and all surfaces are rounded for extra safety. Even the rubber “foot” is superior. Its 2” 
diameter is twice that of most pogos, for greater security and stability. A boon to balance and a great calorie burner, our BOING!† 
is so fun kids don’t even realize they’re exercising! Ages 6 & Up.

NEW! #11153 BOING!™ Max  
(large)

Assorted colors, Black/Orange and White/Blue 
(90-160 lbs.) Dimensions: 44” x 14” x 2.5” (2)  MSRP $57.99

NEW! #11152 BOING!™ Pro 
(medium)

Assorted colors, Black/Green and White/Blue 
(60-100 lbs.) Dimensions: 40” x 14” x 2.5” (2)  MSRP $57.99

JUMPAROO® BOING!™ JR  #11147
Our new BOING!™ JR is sized shorter for smaller kids from 50-90 lbs.  Like 
our entire family of BOING!™ Pogos, the rugged metal spring is com-
pletely encased within a steel housing for safety.  Includes foam grips on 
a T-handle and rugged rubber type non-slip foot. Comes in color Purple.  
Green color version also available, but limited to stock on hand.
Ages 4 & Up.  (50-90 lbs.) 
Dimensions: 37” x 10.25” x 2.75” (4)  
MSRP $39.99

 GET UP AND POGO! GET UP AND POGO!

SEE BOING! 
IN ACTION!

SEE BOING! 
IN ACTION!

2 3

#11141 JACKHAMMER™  
EXTREME POGO JUMPER
Lookin’ to get some BIG AIR!? Look no further. Our JACKHAMMER Pogo Jumper is 
like none other on the market. It uses a special bow-shaped spring made of composite 
fiber to propel the rider to new heights! With jumping heights up to 4 feet possible, 
there will be no shortage  of fun on this pogo. Besides the composite fiber spring, 
the Pogo Jumper is made out of high-grade aluminum and weighs less than 8 lbs! 
JACKHAMMER Pogo easily accommodates weights from 120 to 154 lbs.(54-70 Kgs.)  
Ages 13 & Up. Package Dimensions: 38.25 x 13.625  x 6.375 (1) MSRP $169.99

BOX DISPLAYS  
VERTICAL OR HORIZONTAL!

SEE JACKHAMMER 
IN ACTION!
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G11148M (Green,
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RISE UP! ELEVATE!RISE UP! ELEVATE!

SEE XTENSIONZ 
IN ACTION!

WALKAROO® XTENSIONZ™ 4-PIECE SET #11109
How do you increase the fun factor of our #11110 Stilts? Elevate!! That’s what these cool, steel accessories allow you to do. They attach securely to the 
base of #11110 and #11111 WALKAROO® STILTS (2010 model & after), for walking up to 17” off the ground. We include two different styles. One is a 
simple pair of steel extensions, which gives kids a taller perspective and a little more challenge. The other is made of metal with a special polymer 
enclosed steel cushion that adds a springy feel to each step, like walking on a trampoline. Both ramp up the rapture of walking on STILTS, one of 
the great pleasures of childhood which also develops coordination and balancing skills. Package Dimensions: 9” x 6” x 2” (6)  MSRP $19.99

5

SEE WALKAROO 
IN ACTION!

WALKAROO® STILTS  
by AIR KICKS® #11110
Our Balance Stilts Steel have another bend at the foot platform 11 inches above the ground that 
places your weight directly over the lower pole for vastly improved control. What’s more, the 
WALKAROOS® quickly adjust to accommodate anyone from 4’ 6” to 6’ 6”, so the whole family 
can get in on the fun! Made of rugged tubular steel for use indoors and out. Maximum rider 
weight is 210 lbs. When ready for advance stilt walking, add the #11109 XTENSIONZ™ Set. 
Ages 6 & Up. Package Dimensions: 37.5” x 7.75” x 3.5” (4)  MSRP $57.99

SEE WALKAROO 
IN ACTION!

WALKAROO® XTREME STILTS
by AIR KICKS® #11111
Our Balance Stilts Steel Xtreme! for advance stilt walking include adjustable VERT LIFTERS™ 
that enable stilt walking at heights from 12” to 17” off the ground taking you to the 
XTREME. The upper bars quickly adjust to accommodate anyone from 4’ 6” to 6’ 6” and are 
made of rugged tubular steel for use indoors and out. Maximum rider weight is 210 lbs.  
Ages 7 & Up. Package Dimensions: 37.5” x 7.75” x 3.5” (4)  MSRP $68.99
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This is a
special order
item.

Prices are not guaranteed and are subject to change without notice.

$40.00 Cdn., 
4 per case

Type text here$17.00 each, 6 per case



RISE UP! ELEVATE!RISE UP! ELEVATE!

SEE XTENSIONZ 
IN ACTION!

WALKAROO® XTENSIONZ™ 4-PIECE SET #11109
How do you increase the fun factor of our #11110 Stilts? Elevate!! That’s what these cool, steel accessories allow you to do. They attach securely to the 
base of #11110 and #11111 WALKAROO® STILTS (2010 model & after), for walking up to 17” off the ground. We include two different styles. One is a 
simple pair of steel extensions, which gives kids a taller perspective and a little more challenge. The other is made of metal with a special polymer 
enclosed steel cushion that adds a springy feel to each step, like walking on a trampoline. Both ramp up the rapture of walking on STILTS, one of 
the great pleasures of childhood which also develops coordination and balancing skills. Package Dimensions: 9” x 6” x 2” (6)  MSRP $19.99

5

SEE WALKAROO 
IN ACTION!

WALKAROO® STILTS  
by AIR KICKS® #11110
Our Balance Stilts Steel have another bend at the foot platform 11 inches above the ground that 
places your weight directly over the lower pole for vastly improved control. What’s more, the 
WALKAROOS® quickly adjust to accommodate anyone from 4’ 6” to 6’ 6”, so the whole family 
can get in on the fun! Made of rugged tubular steel for use indoors and out. Maximum rider 
weight is 210 lbs. When ready for advance stilt walking, add the #11109 XTENSIONZ™ Set. 
Ages 6 & Up. Package Dimensions: 37.5” x 7.75” x 3.5” (4)  MSRP $57.99

SEE WALKAROO 
IN ACTION!

WALKAROO® XTREME STILTS
by AIR KICKS® #11111
Our Balance Stilts Steel Xtreme! for advance stilt walking include adjustable VERT LIFTERS™ 
that enable stilt walking at heights from 12” to 17” off the ground taking you to the 
XTREME. The upper bars quickly adjust to accommodate anyone from 4’ 6” to 6’ 6” and are 
made of rugged tubular steel for use indoors and out. Maximum rider weight is 210 lbs.  
Ages 7 & Up. Package Dimensions: 37.5” x 7.75” x 3.5” (4)  MSRP $68.99
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WALKAROO® WEE STILTS - 
Red/Blue Asst. by AIR KICKS® #11113
Our WEE™ Balance Stilts are made of rugged tubular steel just like our standard steel 
stilts for big kids and adults.  But these are designed and engineered for small tykes as 
young and short as a 3 year old.  And these stilts also adjust as kids grow taller and are 
ready for our standard WALKAROO® STILTS (#11110 or #11112).  Special foot design makes 
easy balance movement possible as well as adjusts from 10” to 15” off the ground. Ages 4 & 
Up. Assorted Red and Blue. Package Dimensions: 30” x 7.75 x 3.5” (6)  MSRP $44.99

WALKAROO® WEE LITE STILTS - Aluminum 
by AIR KICKS® #11116
Now even lighter and more maneuverable than our previous model, the all-aluminum 
WALKAROO® Wee Stilts is compact enough let children as young as 3 years old experience  
all the wonder and exuberance of stilt walking. As kids grow, simply lengthen the adjustable 
tubes. The soft foam grips are at waist height for greater control and comfort. Non-slip, 
non-marking foot pads inspire confidence on all surfaces. Leg height adjusts easily from 
10” to 15”, so kids can control the thrill factor. Maximum walker weight: 110 lbs. Ages 4 & 
Up.  Package Dimensions:  23.25” x 6.75” x 3” (6)  MSRP $35.99

WALKAROO® JR STILTS - Aluminum 
by AIR KICKS® #11112
Our Balance Stilts JR are made of sturdy aluminum, so they are easier to carry and maneuver for younger children. 
They adjust for kids from 4’ to 5’10” plus the footrests can move higher for more challenge as kids gain balancing 
skills. Maximum weight 110 lbs. Ages 5 & Up. Package Dimensions: 33.25” x 7.25” x 3.5” (5)  MSRP $46.99

SEE WALKAROO JR. 
IN ACTION!

SEE WALKAROO WEE! 
IN ACTION!

RISE UP! ELEVATE!6 7
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$37.50 each,
6 per case



WALKAROO® WEE STILTS - 
Red/Blue Asst. by AIR KICKS® #11113
Our WEE™ Balance Stilts are made of rugged tubular steel just like our standard steel 
stilts for big kids and adults.  But these are designed and engineered for small tykes as 
young and short as a 3 year old.  And these stilts also adjust as kids grow taller and are 
ready for our standard WALKAROO® STILTS (#11110 or #11112).  Special foot design makes 
easy balance movement possible as well as adjusts from 10” to 15” off the ground. Ages 4 & 
Up. Assorted Red and Blue. Package Dimensions: 30” x 7.75 x 3.5” (6)  MSRP $44.99

WALKAROO® WEE LITE STILTS - Aluminum 
by AIR KICKS® #11116
Now even lighter and more maneuverable than our previous model, the all-aluminum 
WALKAROO® Wee Stilts is compact enough let children as young as 3 years old experience  
all the wonder and exuberance of stilt walking. As kids grow, simply lengthen the adjustable 
tubes. The soft foam grips are at waist height for greater control and comfort. Non-slip, 
non-marking foot pads inspire confidence on all surfaces. Leg height adjusts easily from 
10” to 15”, so kids can control the thrill factor. Maximum walker weight: 110 lbs. Ages 4 & 
Up.  Package Dimensions:  23.25” x 6.75” x 3” (6)  MSRP $35.99

WALKAROO® JR STILTS - Aluminum 
by AIR KICKS® #11112
Our Balance Stilts JR are made of sturdy aluminum, so they are easier to carry and maneuver for younger children. 
They adjust for kids from 4’ to 5’10” plus the footrests can move higher for more challenge as kids gain balancing 
skills. Maximum weight 110 lbs. Ages 5 & Up. Package Dimensions: 33.25” x 7.25” x 3.5” (5)  MSRP $46.99

SEE WALKAROO JR. 
IN ACTION!

SEE WALKAROO WEE! 
IN ACTION!

RISE UP! ELEVATE!6 7
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Type text here$39.00 each,
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RISE UP! ELEVATE!RISE UP! ELEVATE!  GET UP AND POGO! GET UP AND POGO!

BOUNCE A ROO™ HOPPER by AIR KICKS® #12085 
You’ve seen smaller versions of these perennial backyard favorites, but never one THIS big!  Just seeing its gigantic size is 
enough for kids (and even adults) to want to climb on. Our HOPPER is just plain much fun! There’s something irresistible, 
almost addictive, about playing on a BOUNCE A ROO™. Kids of all ages get a great workout for their leg muscles. Made of 
durable, heavy-gauge vinyl with separate foot pump included. Capacity: 220 lbs. 32”diameter when inflated. 
Ages 8 & Up. Package Dimensions: 8” x 10.25” x 4.5” (6)  MSRP $31.99

WALKAROO® I CAN! STILTS (Assorted) #11117
Who can stilt? He can stilt, she can stilt. Now anyone (110 pounds and under) can learn to stilt with our 
new I-Can Stilts. Youngsters simply grab the adjustable nylon line and place their feet on top of the sturdy 
plastic “buckets.” Then, pulling up on the rope, they go clop-clopping across the carpet, floor, lawn, deck or 
driveway. It’s stilting made simple…and incredibly fun! Ages 3 & Up. 
Package Dimensions: 8” x 5.25” x 5.25” (12)  MSRP $9.99

LED DELUXE BUNGEE BOING™  
by JUMPAROO® w/ Sounds  #11162  
The LED Deluxe Bungee Boing® foam bouncing pogo is the squeakiest, easiest pogo ever! 
A perfect “starter” pogo for ages 3 years and up. NOW with Motion-Activated LED lights 
both handle ends! The soft sturdy foam, a bungee cord in place of a fixed stick, and a 
comfortable padded handle bar for endless jumping! Goes “squeak!” (And motion-actived 
LED lights, light up!) with each bounce, encouraging little ones to keep on going! Can be 
used indoors or out. Pogo sticks are a long-time childhood favorite that are a fun way to 
expend that endless energy, as well as keep physically active. Pogo jumping exercises a 
child’s endurance, coordination, strength and balance. Ages 3 & Up.
Package Dimensions: 11” x 6.63” x 4.25” (6)  MSRP $24.99 

Original DELUXE BUNGEE BOING®   
by JUMPAROO® w/ Sounds #11161
The same incredibly popular pogo as the #11162, but without LED lights. Ages 3 & Up. 
Package Dimensions: 11” x 6.63” x 4.25” (6)  MSRP $19.99

LED AIR POGO JUMPER® DELUXE 
by AIR KICKS® #11170
So easy — so fun and now SO BRIGHT with LED lights! Kids simply step onto the platform, grip the 
ball with their feet, start bouncing and when they do the motion-activated LED lights start blinking! 
They’ll jump up and down, bounce up and spin, leap and bound across the room. There’s no stopping 
kids once they’ve mastered the basics. Not only is it great fun but it also builds strength, endurance, 
coordination, and balance. The rugged, inflatable ball nestles inside a tough polymer platform, and 
can be used indoors or out and with the new added LED module for 2016 they can bounce day or 
night. Fun for kids or adults up to 160lbs. Ages 6 & Up! Package Dimensions: 15.38” x 3.5” x 11.5” 
(4)  MSRP $24.99

Original AIR POGO JUMPER®   
by AIR KICKS® #11160
The same incredibly popular pogo as the #11170, but without LED lights. Ages 6 & Up. 
Package Dimensions: 15.38” x 3.5” x 11.5” (4) MSRP $19.99

SEE AIR POGO JUMPER 
IN ACTION!

SEE BUNGEE BOING 
IN ACTION!

SEE WALKAROO 
IN ACTION!

BOTH VERSIONS INCLUDE
HAND PUMP!

INCLUDES
FOOT PUMP!

8 9
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$14.50 1 per case
Special order item

Type text here$17.00 each, 6 per case

$8.50 Cdn.
12 per case



RISE UP! ELEVATE!RISE UP! ELEVATE!  GET UP AND POGO! GET UP AND POGO!

BOUNCE A ROO™ HOPPER by AIR KICKS® #12085 
You’ve seen smaller versions of these perennial backyard favorites, but never one THIS big!  Just seeing its gigantic size is 
enough for kids (and even adults) to want to climb on. Our HOPPER is just plain much fun! There’s something irresistible, 
almost addictive, about playing on a BOUNCE A ROO™. Kids of all ages get a great workout for their leg muscles. Made of 
durable, heavy-gauge vinyl with separate foot pump included. Capacity: 220 lbs. 32”diameter when inflated. 
Ages 8 & Up. Package Dimensions: 8” x 10.25” x 4.5” (6)  MSRP $31.99

WALKAROO® I CAN! STILTS (Assorted) #11117
Who can stilt? He can stilt, she can stilt. Now anyone (110 pounds and under) can learn to stilt with our 
new I-Can Stilts. Youngsters simply grab the adjustable nylon line and place their feet on top of the sturdy 
plastic “buckets.” Then, pulling up on the rope, they go clop-clopping across the carpet, floor, lawn, deck or 
driveway. It’s stilting made simple…and incredibly fun! Ages 3 & Up. 
Package Dimensions: 8” x 5.25” x 5.25” (12)  MSRP $9.99

LED DELUXE BUNGEE BOING™  
by JUMPAROO® w/ Sounds  #11162  
The LED Deluxe Bungee Boing® foam bouncing pogo is the squeakiest, easiest pogo ever! 
A perfect “starter” pogo for ages 3 years and up. NOW with Motion-Activated LED lights 
both handle ends! The soft sturdy foam, a bungee cord in place of a fixed stick, and a 
comfortable padded handle bar for endless jumping! Goes “squeak!” (And motion-actived 
LED lights, light up!) with each bounce, encouraging little ones to keep on going! Can be 
used indoors or out. Pogo sticks are a long-time childhood favorite that are a fun way to 
expend that endless energy, as well as keep physically active. Pogo jumping exercises a 
child’s endurance, coordination, strength and balance. Ages 3 & Up.
Package Dimensions: 11” x 6.63” x 4.25” (6)  MSRP $24.99 

Original DELUXE BUNGEE BOING®   
by JUMPAROO® w/ Sounds #11161
The same incredibly popular pogo as the #11162, but without LED lights. Ages 3 & Up. 
Package Dimensions: 11” x 6.63” x 4.25” (6)  MSRP $19.99

LED AIR POGO JUMPER® DELUXE 
by AIR KICKS® #11170
So easy — so fun and now SO BRIGHT with LED lights! Kids simply step onto the platform, grip the 
ball with their feet, start bouncing and when they do the motion-activated LED lights start blinking! 
They’ll jump up and down, bounce up and spin, leap and bound across the room. There’s no stopping 
kids once they’ve mastered the basics. Not only is it great fun but it also builds strength, endurance, 
coordination, and balance. The rugged, inflatable ball nestles inside a tough polymer platform, and 
can be used indoors or out and with the new added LED module for 2016 they can bounce day or 
night. Fun for kids or adults up to 160lbs. Ages 6 & Up! Package Dimensions: 15.38” x 3.5” x 11.5” 
(4)  MSRP $24.99

Original AIR POGO JUMPER®   
by AIR KICKS® #11160
The same incredibly popular pogo as the #11170, but without LED lights. Ages 6 & Up. 
Package Dimensions: 15.38” x 3.5” x 11.5” (4) MSRP $19.99

SEE AIR POGO JUMPER 
IN ACTION!

SEE BUNGEE BOING 
IN ACTION!

SEE WALKAROO 
IN ACTION!

BOTH VERSIONS INCLUDE
HAND PUMP!

INCLUDES
FOOT PUMP!

8 9
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AIR KICKS® Anti-Gravity Boots™

Not only do AIR KICKS® Anti-Gravity Boots deliver a soft cushiony motion that’s gentle on muscles, joints and body, they 
also provide a sensational calorie-burning, coordination-building, leg-strengthening workout! Popular for years, recently 
we’ve made a great product even better. Our improved wider boot design is more ergonomically shaped so just three 
sizes (S, M or L) will fit virtually any foot, from 8-year olds to age 60 or more---male or female. And, we’ve retained all 
the patented JUMPING JAX® technology that captures and then transforms downward energy into longer, low-impact 
strides that are gentle on the ankles, knees and back. They still effortlessly fit over variable sizes of athletic shoes, so you 
DO NOT take off your shoes to use them. Or, if you’re away from home, you don’t need to store or pack your shoes when 
using AIR KICKS®. Plus your feet stay cool and dry unlike fixed-size ski-type boots. Non-marking, high-traction treads 
are safe to use on any surface, indoors or out.

Choose from just 3 styles—from youngsters to young adults to large adults.   
Then run with AIR KICKS® Anti-Gravity Boots for the thrill of your life:
 

ENDLESS FUN!

GREAT EXERCISE...

EASY TO WEAR...

#11206  AIR KICKS®  
Small are for body weights 55-99 lbs. (T-0 T-Springs)  

Package Dimensions: 24.5” x 14” x 4.75”  (5)  MSRP $169.99

#11205  AIR KICKS® 

 Medium are for body weights 99-176 lbs.  (T-2 T-Springs)  
Package Dimensions: 24.5” x 14” x 4.75”  (5)  MSRP $189.99

#11207  AIR KICKS® (Was #11204)  
Large are for body weights 121-199 lbs. (S-3 T-Springs)

Package Dimensions: 27” x 14” x 5”  (5)  MSRP $209.99

SEE AIR KICKS 
IN ACTION!
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Type text here$147.50 each,
5 per case



10 11

AIR KICKS® Anti-Gravity Boots™

Not only do AIR KICKS® Anti-Gravity Boots deliver a soft cushiony motion that’s gentle on muscles, joints and body, they 
also provide a sensational calorie-burning, coordination-building, leg-strengthening workout! Popular for years, recently 
we’ve made a great product even better. Our improved wider boot design is more ergonomically shaped so just three 
sizes (S, M or L) will fit virtually any foot, from 8-year olds to age 60 or more---male or female. And, we’ve retained all 
the patented JUMPING JAX® technology that captures and then transforms downward energy into longer, low-impact 
strides that are gentle on the ankles, knees and back. They still effortlessly fit over variable sizes of athletic shoes, so you 
DO NOT take off your shoes to use them. Or, if you’re away from home, you don’t need to store or pack your shoes when 
using AIR KICKS®. Plus your feet stay cool and dry unlike fixed-size ski-type boots. Non-marking, high-traction treads 
are safe to use on any surface, indoors or out.

Choose from just 3 styles—from youngsters to young adults to large adults.   
Then run with AIR KICKS® Anti-Gravity Boots for the thrill of your life:
 

ENDLESS FUN!

GREAT EXERCISE...

EASY TO WEAR...

#11206  AIR KICKS®  
Small are for body weights 55-99 lbs. (T-0 T-Springs)  

Package Dimensions: 24.5” x 14” x 4.75”  (5)  MSRP $169.99

#11205  AIR KICKS® 

 Medium are for body weights 99-176 lbs.  (T-2 T-Springs)  
Package Dimensions: 24.5” x 14” x 4.75”  (5)  MSRP $189.99

#11207  AIR KICKS® (Was #11204)  
Large are for body weights 121-199 lbs. (S-3 T-Springs)

Package Dimensions: 27” x 14” x 5”  (5)  MSRP $209.99

SEE AIR KICKS 
IN ACTION!
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$186.00 Cdn.
5 per case

$163.00 Cdn.
5 per case
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GEOFLUX® - Interactive Spring Toy In POP Display of 18   #13100
GEOFLUX® magically transforms from what looks like a flat series of rings into a wondrous 3-D sculpture that resembles a giant atom or an example of Earth’s 
magnetic field! Constructed of one continuous band of rugged stainless steel, when you insert your hand through the coiled rings, GEOFLUX® pops open! By 
raising or lowering your arm, it will spin and twirl up and down, spinning so fast it’s a blur of motion. Hold your hands together to transfer GEOFLUX® from one 
arm to the other, keeping it in perpetual motion. In group settings, it “fluxes” easily from person to person, arm to arm. Or place GEOFLUX® on a long cord (or 
similar object), lower one end slightly, and watch as it moves along the surface, twirling rapidly. GEOFLUX® folds flat for easy storage in the included travel pouch. 
Each package includes an added bonus: the exclusive, finger-size MINI GEOFLUX® and a rainbow string to “flux” and twirl it on.
Ages 6 & Up. Package Dimensions: 6.75” x 7” x .5” POP Display Dimensions:  11” x 4.75” x 7” (18)  MSRP $13.99

Note: All MSRP prices shown are subject to change/correction without notice.

SOLAR GEOFLUX®   
Amazing Interactive Springs 5 Metallics Assorted 
POP of 20   #13104
Our popular GEOFLUX® Spring Toys are now available in four rich, lustrous metallic colors and a glow-in-the-dark-version, 
plus a see-through zip storage bag. Everything else about these dynamic creations remains unchanged. They still magically 
transform from what looks like a flat series of rings into a wondrous 3-D sculpture that resembles a giant atom or an example 
of Earth’s magnetic field! Constructed of one continuous band of rugged stainless steel, when you insert your hand through the 
coiled rings, GEOFLUX® pops open! By raising or lowering your arm, it will spin and twirl up and down, spinning so fast it’s a 
blur of motion. Hold your hands together to transfer GEOFLUX® from one arm to the other, keeping it in perpetual motion. 
In  group settings, it “fluxes” easily from person to person, arm to arm. Or place GEOFLUX® on a long cord (or similar object), 
lower one end slightly, and watch as it moves along the surface, twirling rapidly. GEOFLUX® folds flat for easy storage in the 
included travel pouch. Ages 6 & Up. Package Dimensions:  7” x 6.75” x 0.4” 
POP Dimensions: 11” x 4.75” x 7” (20)  MSRP $14.99

EXPERIENCE THE FLUX!
12-13_2020.indd   1 1/30/20   6:24 PM

This version of the Geoflux does not come with the mini and
the coloured string.

Prices

Reg. $10.00,
NOW $5.00 each
18 per display
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GEOFLUX® - Interactive Spring Toy In POP Display of 18   #13100
GEOFLUX® magically transforms from what looks like a flat series of rings into a wondrous 3-D sculpture that resembles a giant atom or an example of Earth’s 
magnetic field! Constructed of one continuous band of rugged stainless steel, when you insert your hand through the coiled rings, GEOFLUX® pops open! By 
raising or lowering your arm, it will spin and twirl up and down, spinning so fast it’s a blur of motion. Hold your hands together to transfer GEOFLUX® from one 
arm to the other, keeping it in perpetual motion. In group settings, it “fluxes” easily from person to person, arm to arm. Or place GEOFLUX® on a long cord (or 
similar object), lower one end slightly, and watch as it moves along the surface, twirling rapidly. GEOFLUX® folds flat for easy storage in the included travel pouch. 
Each package includes an added bonus: the exclusive, finger-size MINI GEOFLUX® and a rainbow string to “flux” and twirl it on.
Ages 6 & Up. Package Dimensions: 6.75” x 7” x .5” POP Display Dimensions:  11” x 4.75” x 7” (18)  MSRP $13.99

Note: All MSRP prices shown are subject to change/correction without notice.

SOLAR GEOFLUX®   
Amazing Interactive Springs 5 Metallics Assorted 
POP of 20   #13104
Our popular GEOFLUX® Spring Toys are now available in four rich, lustrous metallic colors and a glow-in-the-dark-version, 
plus a see-through zip storage bag. Everything else about these dynamic creations remains unchanged. They still magically 
transform from what looks like a flat series of rings into a wondrous 3-D sculpture that resembles a giant atom or an example 
of Earth’s magnetic field! Constructed of one continuous band of rugged stainless steel, when you insert your hand through the 
coiled rings, GEOFLUX® pops open! By raising or lowering your arm, it will spin and twirl up and down, spinning so fast it’s a 
blur of motion. Hold your hands together to transfer GEOFLUX® from one arm to the other, keeping it in perpetual motion. 
In  group settings, it “fluxes” easily from person to person, arm to arm. Or place GEOFLUX® on a long cord (or similar object), 
lower one end slightly, and watch as it moves along the surface, twirling rapidly. GEOFLUX® folds flat for easy storage in the 
included travel pouch. Ages 6 & Up. Package Dimensions:  7” x 6.75” x 0.4” 
POP Dimensions: 11” x 4.75” x 7” (20)  MSRP $14.99

EXPERIENCE THE FLUX!
12-13_2020.indd   1 1/30/20   6:24 PM

$15.50 each, 20 per case



GEOSPHERE® 8-inch 60-Piece kit #14011
Whoa! this jam-packed kit contains 30 white pieces AND 30 assorted color pieces. That’s 
60 total pieces! THE 14011, 8” KIT DOES NOT COME WITH A WIRELESS LED LIGHT, but is 
compatible with the GEOSPHERE® Wireless LED Puck Light* kit for mind-blowing lighting 
options.  (See back cover for more information,)  MSRP $9.99

16” White Geosphere kit with included wireless LED light shown.

12” & 9” White Geosphere kits 
with included wireless LED light shown.

GEOSPHERE
® BATTERY POWERED  

30-Piece kit (9”, 12” and 16”)
It’s a puzzle... a lamp... and stylish modern art all in one! Kids, teens and adults can’t wait to get their hands 
on this simple, yet challenging buildable puzzle to create dozens of different shaped modern lampshades. 
Build it, then hang or place it anywhere in your house, office, dorm, or outdoor space to enhance your space 
with brilliant ambient LED lighting. Everything you need is included! Each set contains 30 puzzle pieces, the 
Geosphere® Wireless & Waterproof LED Puck Light*, a remote control with over 20 different color lighting 
modes. Also includes full instructional manual and hanging cord. Assembly required.

Awesome, sealable bag included with every Geosphere®

* Requires 3 AAA 
Batteries

 #14001 9-inch  
30 PC. WHITE KIT with 
WIRELESS LED LIGHT

 MSRP $17.99

 #14003 12-inch  
30 PC. WHITE KIT with 
WIRELESS LED LIGHT

MSRP $21.99

 #14005 16-inch  
30 PC. WHITE KIT with 
WIRELESS LED LIGHT

MSRP $27.99

GEOSPHERE® INTERACTIVE PUZZLE LAMPS
It’s a puzzle... a lamp... and stylish modern art all in one! Kids, teens and adults can’t wait to get their hands on these simple, yet challenging 

buildable puzzle spheres to create dozens of different shaped modern lampshades. Build them, then hang or place them anywhere in your house, 
office, dorm, or outdoor space to enhance your space with brilliant ambient LED lighting. Everything you need is included! 

Most sets contains 30 puzzle pieces. Choose from two power source options: a corded (plug-in) A/C powered LED bulb, OR the Illuminator™ Battery 
Powered Wireless & Waterproof LED Puck Light. Both power options include a 20-mode wireless remote for 20 different color lighting modes. All 

Kits (except 14011) include a hanging cord and full instructional manual, illustrating how to assemble the various possible building configurations 
with the puzzle pieces. Kids may need adult assistance constructing their puzzle lamp.

14 15

14-15_2020.indd   1 1/30/20   6:24 PM

Prices are not guaranteed and are subject to change without notice.

$7.75 Cdn., 8 per case



GEOSPHERE® 8-inch 60-Piece kit #14011
Whoa! this jam-packed kit contains 30 white pieces AND 30 assorted color pieces. That’s 
60 total pieces! THE 14011, 8” KIT DOES NOT COME WITH A WIRELESS LED LIGHT, but is 
compatible with the GEOSPHERE® Wireless LED Puck Light* kit for mind-blowing lighting 
options.  (See back cover for more information,)  MSRP $9.99

16” White Geosphere kit with included wireless LED light shown.

12” & 9” White Geosphere kits 
with included wireless LED light shown.

GEOSPHERE
® BATTERY POWERED  

30-Piece kit (9”, 12” and 16”)
It’s a puzzle... a lamp... and stylish modern art all in one! Kids, teens and adults can’t wait to get their hands 
on this simple, yet challenging buildable puzzle to create dozens of different shaped modern lampshades. 
Build it, then hang or place it anywhere in your house, office, dorm, or outdoor space to enhance your space 
with brilliant ambient LED lighting. Everything you need is included! Each set contains 30 puzzle pieces, the 
Geosphere® Wireless & Waterproof LED Puck Light*, a remote control with over 20 different color lighting 
modes. Also includes full instructional manual and hanging cord. Assembly required.

Awesome, sealable bag included with every Geosphere®

* Requires 3 AAA 
Batteries

 #14001 9-inch  
30 PC. WHITE KIT with 
WIRELESS LED LIGHT

 MSRP $17.99

 #14003 12-inch  
30 PC. WHITE KIT with 
WIRELESS LED LIGHT

MSRP $21.99

 #14005 16-inch  
30 PC. WHITE KIT with 
WIRELESS LED LIGHT

MSRP $27.99

GEOSPHERE® INTERACTIVE PUZZLE LAMPS
It’s a puzzle... a lamp... and stylish modern art all in one! Kids, teens and adults can’t wait to get their hands on these simple, yet challenging 

buildable puzzle spheres to create dozens of different shaped modern lampshades. Build them, then hang or place them anywhere in your house, 
office, dorm, or outdoor space to enhance your space with brilliant ambient LED lighting. Everything you need is included! 

Most sets contains 30 puzzle pieces. Choose from two power source options: a corded (plug-in) A/C powered LED bulb, OR the Illuminator™ Battery 
Powered Wireless & Waterproof LED Puck Light. Both power options include a 20-mode wireless remote for 20 different color lighting modes. All 

Kits (except 14011) include a hanging cord and full instructional manual, illustrating how to assemble the various possible building configurations 
with the puzzle pieces. Kids may need adult assistance constructing their puzzle lamp.

14 15

14-15_2020.indd   1 1/30/20   6:24 PM

8 per case 8 per case$21.75 Cdn.

$17.00 Cdn. $14.00 Cdn.



WATCH  

THE GEOSPHERE
™ 

VIDEO!

GEOSPHERE® A/C POWERED 
30-Piece kit (12” AND 16”)
It’s a puzzle... a lamp... and stylish modern art all in one! Kids, teens and adults can’t wait to get their 
hands on this simple, yet challenging buildable puzzle to create dozens of different shaped modern 
lampshades. Build it, then hang or place it anywhere in your house, office, dorm, or outdoor space 
to enhance your space with brilliant ambient LED lighting. Everything you need is included! Each 
set contains 30 puzzle pieces, a 12’ A/C power cord with on/off switch, the Geosphere® LED 3W E27 
Light Bulb, a wireless remote control with over 20 different color lighting modes. Also includes full 
instructional manual. Assembly required.  

Awesome, sealable bag included 
with every Geosphere®

 #14033 12”  
30 PC. WHITE KIT with 

WIRED LED LIGHT
MSRP $29.99

 #14035 16”  
30 PC. WHITE KIT with 

WIRED LED LIGHT
MSRP $34.99

17
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WATCH  

THE GEOSPHERE
™ 

VIDEO!

GEOSPHERE® A/C POWERED 
30-Piece kit (12” AND 16”)
It’s a puzzle... a lamp... and stylish modern art all in one! Kids, teens and adults can’t wait to get their 
hands on this simple, yet challenging buildable puzzle to create dozens of different shaped modern 
lampshades. Build it, then hang or place it anywhere in your house, office, dorm, or outdoor space 
to enhance your space with brilliant ambient LED lighting. Everything you need is included! Each 
set contains 30 puzzle pieces, a 12’ A/C power cord with on/off switch, the Geosphere® LED 3W E27 
Light Bulb, a wireless remote control with over 20 different color lighting modes. Also includes full 
instructional manual. Assembly required.  

Awesome, sealable bag included 
with every Geosphere®

 #14033 12”  
30 PC. WHITE KIT with 

WIRED LED LIGHT
MSRP $29.99

 #14035 16”  
30 PC. WHITE KIT with 

WIRED LED LIGHT
MSRP $34.99

17

16-17_2020.indd   1 1/30/20   6:25 PM

14033, $24.00 Cdn. & 14035, $26.00 Cdn.
8 per case



SNAP ‘N’ GO™ LED HOOP  #12132
Popular since the 1960’s, hoop toys never go out of style, but they can be hard to store and take with you. We’ve solved that issue by 
creating a hoop made up of 7 festively colored segments, attaching easily and securely to make a perfect circle. The Snap & Go Hoop is easy 
to transport to a family gathering, beach party, or a friend’s house. When play time is over, the segments can virtually disappear inside a 
closet or toy chest until ready to reassemble. 30” diameter. Ages 6 & Up. Package Dimensions: 16” x 19” x 3.88” (12)     MSRP $9.99

18 19
Note: All MSRP prices shown are subject to change/correction without notice.

POP ‘N CATCH®  #12512
POP ‘N CATCH® is a fun outdoor game suitable for the whole family.  Play anywhere including 
the beach or pool, as all components are waterproof!  Keeps kids and adults active, and 
is also excellent for improving eye-hand coordination.  Place the lightweight ball into the 
basket, pull the trigger, and watch as the ball shoots up in the angle and direction you aim. 
One person can fire it straight up and then try to catch it with a scoop of the basket, or two 
people can volley back and forth. Made of long-lasting, non-marking polymers. Includes Two 
balls and two launchers so two can play. Ages 3 & Up. 
Package Dimensions: 6.22” x 5.43” x 5.43” (24)   MSRP $9.99

DUELING LED SWORD  
with Lights & Sounds  #10054
GeoSword™ is the first ever super-safe, electronic medieval sword toy that detects motion and makes 
9 different realistic battle sounds for action-packed pretend play. As it moves through the air, our 
GeoSword™ responds instantly with swooshing  sounds. Any time the GeoSword™ makes contact with 
an object, it makes one of a number of clashing sound effects! A special new composite plastic material 
surrounds the outer edge so it’s durable, yet safe for play. Embedded in the GeoSword™ body are super 
bright LED lights that create special effects during play, day or night! To avoid breakage, sword should not 
be hit against wood, concrete or other hard surfaces. Requires 3 AAA batteries, not included. Ages 4 & Up. 
Package Dimensions: 23.82” x 6.89” x 2.56” (12)  MSRP $17.99

NEW! SUPER SONIC WIND-UP TOP  #12077
This all NEW dazzling breed of high-tech top makes ordinary tops look like they're still standing still. 
First there's an exciting light show that displays on the surface it spins on, as well as flashing, multi-
colored LED lights. A wild soundtrack of battling intergalactic spaceships accompanies the light show. 
To set it off, simply attach the winder to the top, twist it several times, and hit the release button. 
Batteries included. Ages 5 and up!
Package Dimensions: 10.25 x 4.825 x 2.625 (24) MSRP $8.99 7 28369 12077 0

ACTIVE PLAY & GOACTIVE PLAY & GOACTIVE PLAY & GOACTIVE PLAY & GO
18-19_2020.indd   1 1/30/20   6:26 PM

$9.50 each, 4 per case

$6.50 Cdn., 
12 per case



SNAP ‘N’ GO™ LED HOOP  #12132
Popular since the 1960’s, hoop toys never go out of style, but they can be hard to store and take with you. We’ve solved that issue by 
creating a hoop made up of 7 festively colored segments, attaching easily and securely to make a perfect circle. The Snap & Go Hoop is easy 
to transport to a family gathering, beach party, or a friend’s house. When play time is over, the segments can virtually disappear inside a 
closet or toy chest until ready to reassemble. 30” diameter. Ages 6 & Up. Package Dimensions: 16” x 19” x 3.88” (12)     MSRP $9.99

18 19
Note: All MSRP prices shown are subject to change/correction without notice.

POP ‘N CATCH®  #12512
POP ‘N CATCH® is a fun outdoor game suitable for the whole family.  Play anywhere including 
the beach or pool, as all components are waterproof!  Keeps kids and adults active, and 
is also excellent for improving eye-hand coordination.  Place the lightweight ball into the 
basket, pull the trigger, and watch as the ball shoots up in the angle and direction you aim. 
One person can fire it straight up and then try to catch it with a scoop of the basket, or two 
people can volley back and forth. Made of long-lasting, non-marking polymers. Includes Two 
balls and two launchers so two can play. Ages 3 & Up. 
Package Dimensions: 6.22” x 5.43” x 5.43” (24)   MSRP $9.99

DUELING LED SWORD  
with Lights & Sounds  #10054
GeoSword™ is the first ever super-safe, electronic medieval sword toy that detects motion and makes 
9 different realistic battle sounds for action-packed pretend play. As it moves through the air, our 
GeoSword™ responds instantly with swooshing  sounds. Any time the GeoSword™ makes contact with 
an object, it makes one of a number of clashing sound effects! A special new composite plastic material 
surrounds the outer edge so it’s durable, yet safe for play. Embedded in the GeoSword™ body are super 
bright LED lights that create special effects during play, day or night! To avoid breakage, sword should not 
be hit against wood, concrete or other hard surfaces. Requires 3 AAA batteries, not included. Ages 4 & Up. 
Package Dimensions: 23.82” x 6.89” x 2.56” (12)  MSRP $17.99

NEW! SUPER SONIC WIND-UP TOP  #12077
This all NEW dazzling breed of high-tech top makes ordinary tops look like they're still standing still. 
First there's an exciting light show that displays on the surface it spins on, as well as flashing, multi-
colored LED lights. A wild soundtrack of battling intergalactic spaceships accompanies the light show. 
To set it off, simply attach the winder to the top, twist it several times, and hit the release button. 
Batteries included. Ages 5 and up!
Package Dimensions: 10.25 x 4.825 x 2.625 (24) MSRP $8.99 7 28369 12077 0

ACTIVE PLAY & GOACTIVE PLAY & GOACTIVE PLAY & GOACTIVE PLAY & GO
18-19_2020.indd   1 1/30/20   6:26 PM

$7.00 Cdn.
12 per case

$17.00 each, 12 per case



20 21MAKING FUN OF GRAVITYCOOL LED OUTDOOR FUN

IN ACTION!

ILLUMINATOR TWIN LED SKI SKOOTER® 
Snowboard Kick Scooter (Asst. Green, Blue, Red)  #11126
Our ILLUMINATOR TWIN LED SKI SKOOTER® goes beyond all other snow toys by opening up new worlds of exploration for 
young riders, even in winter low-light conditions. This model has two lights–a small, 3-mode LED Marker Light for safety 
visibility plus a giant ILLUMINATOR™ LED Head Light with over 750 lumens of power that offers all kinds of colored light 
options to ILLUMINATE YOUR RIDE!  The included remote control allows you to project a 20-mode, multi-color LED light show 
on the ground ahead of you as you glide through the snow! Stand out from the crowd and play in the snow more safely at dusk 
and nighttime. Kids stay glued to the LED SKI SKOOTER® thanks to its sturdy folding handle and non-skid surface. Made of 
monster-tough polyurethane. Slides on flat or hilly snow surfaces as well as on sand 
dunes.  Traveling with SKI SKOOTER® is easy...simply fold down the sturdy handle 
and carry it by hand or strap it onto a pack. ILLUMINATOR TWIN LED SKI SKOOTER® 
comes assorted in Green, Blue and Red. Ages 6 & Up. 
Item Dimensions: 36” x 9.00” x X 5.00” Folded. 
Requires 3 AAA batteries.MSRP $64.99

• Order by August 1st for guaranteed October delivery

PRE-ORDER EITHER SKI SKOOTER,® SNOWBOARD OR 
SPOON SLED FOR GUARANTEED 4TH QUARTER SHIPMENT

Order by August 1 for delivery in the 4th quarter 
just in time for the snow and holiday season!

 LED SKI SKOOTER® Snowboard Kick Scooter   
(Asst. Purple, Blue, Red) #11122
LED SKI SKOOTER®—This model has a small 3-mode LED Marker Light included. Be safely seen at night by cars and other sledders. The 
LED Marker light has 5 colors and flash, strobe, and fade modes. Kids stay glued to the LED SKI SKOOTER® thanks to its sturdy folding 
handle and non-skid surface. Made of monster-tough polyurethane. Traveling with the LED SKI SKOOTER® is easy...simply fold down the 
handle and carry it by hand or strap it onto a pack. For even more fun, add the optional ILLUMINATOR™ HEAD LIGHT! (See above #14020). 
Our LED Ski Skooter® has a built-in, engineered cavity ready for this awesome option! Comes in assorted Purple, Blue and Red. Ages 6 & Up. 
Item Dimensions: 36” x 9.00” x X 5.00” Folded. POP Dimensions: 38” x 10.00” x 10.00” (6) MSRP $49.99

11122  
LED SKI SKOOTER SHOWN.

12600 ILLUMINATOR 
LED SKI SKOOTER SHOWN.

11126 ILLUMINATOR 
LED SKI SKOOTER SHOWN.

SEE SLEDSTERZ SNOWBOARD

 
ILLUMINATOR™ LED HEAD LIGHT 
with Wireless Remote Kit #14020
Wow! Over 750 Lumens and 20 lighting color modes all from the wireless remote control! This incredible LED light features 
10 super bright diodes and is completely waterproof. ADD-ON FOR ITEM #11122. (#11126 already includes this Head Light). 
Package Dimensions: 5.5” x 6.5” x 1.0” (6)  MSRP $11.99

INCLUDES

WIRELESS
 REMOTE

Requires 3 AAA batteries. 

11122  
LED SKI SKOOTER SHOWN.

SLEDSTERZ® SNOWBOARD 
(Asst. Purple, Blue, Red)  #11130
Snowboarding is a blast, though it can be expensive to equip kids with all the latest gear. Here’s a way to get the speed, the 
excitement, and the adrenaline rush of snowboarding…for a fraction of the cost. Our new SLEDSTERZ® Snowboard is shaped 
to go fast and make turns on hills in the neighborhood. Riders just hop on (no special boots or bindings required) and start 
sliding, grasping the built-in leash for stability and balance (and to pull the board back uphill). It’s made of a super-strong 
polymer designed for years of cold-weather fun. Assorted Purple, Blue and Red. Ages 6 & Up. 
Package Dimensions:  40.25” x 10.75” x 3.38” (3)   MSRP $39.99

SLEDSTERZ® SPOON SLED
(Asst. Green, Blue, Red)  #11134
Shaped like a double spoon, our well-engineered beauty slides down hills with uncanny speed. Nestle your 
buns into the aft “spoon,” grab onto the ergonomically shaped handles, and set your feet into the front 
“spoon.” Push off and away you’ll go, bombing down any snowy slope so fast you’ll become a streaking 
blur! Lean your body to go right or left, drag your feet to brake. For added thrills, you can even ride tandem! 
Made of super-tough polypropylene. Assorted Green, Blue and Red. 
Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions:  32.88” 20.5” x 3.5” (12)  MSRP $19.99

20-21_2020.indd   1 1/30/20   6:27 PM

$57.00 each
6 per case

$9.25 each
6 per case

$45.00 each, 
6 per case



20 21MAKING FUN OF GRAVITYCOOL LED OUTDOOR FUN

IN ACTION!

ILLUMINATOR TWIN LED SKI SKOOTER® 
Snowboard Kick Scooter (Asst. Green, Blue, Red)  #11126
Our ILLUMINATOR TWIN LED SKI SKOOTER® goes beyond all other snow toys by opening up new worlds of exploration for 
young riders, even in winter low-light conditions. This model has two lights–a small, 3-mode LED Marker Light for safety 
visibility plus a giant ILLUMINATOR™ LED Head Light with over 750 lumens of power that offers all kinds of colored light 
options to ILLUMINATE YOUR RIDE!  The included remote control allows you to project a 20-mode, multi-color LED light show 
on the ground ahead of you as you glide through the snow! Stand out from the crowd and play in the snow more safely at dusk 
and nighttime. Kids stay glued to the LED SKI SKOOTER® thanks to its sturdy folding handle and non-skid surface. Made of 
monster-tough polyurethane. Slides on flat or hilly snow surfaces as well as on sand 
dunes.  Traveling with SKI SKOOTER® is easy...simply fold down the sturdy handle 
and carry it by hand or strap it onto a pack. ILLUMINATOR TWIN LED SKI SKOOTER® 
comes assorted in Green, Blue and Red. Ages 6 & Up. 
Item Dimensions: 36” x 9.00” x X 5.00” Folded. 
Requires 3 AAA batteries.MSRP $64.99

• Order by August 1st for guaranteed October delivery

PRE-ORDER EITHER SKI SKOOTER,® SNOWBOARD OR 
SPOON SLED FOR GUARANTEED 4TH QUARTER SHIPMENT

Order by August 1 for delivery in the 4th quarter 
just in time for the snow and holiday season!

 LED SKI SKOOTER® Snowboard Kick Scooter   
(Asst. Purple, Blue, Red) #11122
LED SKI SKOOTER®—This model has a small 3-mode LED Marker Light included. Be safely seen at night by cars and other sledders. The 
LED Marker light has 5 colors and flash, strobe, and fade modes. Kids stay glued to the LED SKI SKOOTER® thanks to its sturdy folding 
handle and non-skid surface. Made of monster-tough polyurethane. Traveling with the LED SKI SKOOTER® is easy...simply fold down the 
handle and carry it by hand or strap it onto a pack. For even more fun, add the optional ILLUMINATOR™ HEAD LIGHT! (See above #14020). 
Our LED Ski Skooter® has a built-in, engineered cavity ready for this awesome option! Comes in assorted Purple, Blue and Red. Ages 6 & Up. 
Item Dimensions: 36” x 9.00” x X 5.00” Folded. POP Dimensions: 38” x 10.00” x 10.00” (6) MSRP $49.99

11122  
LED SKI SKOOTER SHOWN.

12600 ILLUMINATOR 
LED SKI SKOOTER SHOWN.

11126 ILLUMINATOR 
LED SKI SKOOTER SHOWN.

SEE SLEDSTERZ SNOWBOARD

 
ILLUMINATOR™ LED HEAD LIGHT 
with Wireless Remote Kit #14020
Wow! Over 750 Lumens and 20 lighting color modes all from the wireless remote control! This incredible LED light features 
10 super bright diodes and is completely waterproof. ADD-ON FOR ITEM #11122. (#11126 already includes this Head Light). 
Package Dimensions: 5.5” x 6.5” x 1.0” (6)  MSRP $11.99

INCLUDES

WIRELESS
 REMOTE

Requires 3 AAA batteries. 

11122  
LED SKI SKOOTER SHOWN.

SLEDSTERZ® SNOWBOARD 
(Asst. Purple, Blue, Red)  #11130
Snowboarding is a blast, though it can be expensive to equip kids with all the latest gear. Here’s a way to get the speed, the 
excitement, and the adrenaline rush of snowboarding…for a fraction of the cost. Our new SLEDSTERZ® Snowboard is shaped 
to go fast and make turns on hills in the neighborhood. Riders just hop on (no special boots or bindings required) and start 
sliding, grasping the built-in leash for stability and balance (and to pull the board back uphill). It’s made of a super-strong 
polymer designed for years of cold-weather fun. Assorted Purple, Blue and Red. Ages 6 & Up. 
Package Dimensions:  40.25” x 10.75” x 3.38” (3)   MSRP $39.99

SLEDSTERZ® SPOON SLED
(Asst. Green, Blue, Red)  #11134
Shaped like a double spoon, our well-engineered beauty slides down hills with uncanny speed. Nestle your 
buns into the aft “spoon,” grab onto the ergonomically shaped handles, and set your feet into the front 
“spoon.” Push off and away you’ll go, bombing down any snowy slope so fast you’ll become a streaking 
blur! Lean your body to go right or left, drag your feet to brake. For added thrills, you can even ride tandem! 
Made of super-tough polypropylene. Assorted Green, Blue and Red. 
Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions:  32.88” 20.5” x 3.5” (12)  MSRP $19.99
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Type text here$25.00 each
9 per case

Price to be
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Geoglide™ DUELING DUAL FIGHTERS™  #10060
This dual model set comes complete with two Fighters of super durability and multiple wing combinations making them 
ready for great flying missions or dogfighting duels. Included is a 16-page booklet explaining the aerodynamics of flight and 
how the 17 different flying surfaces can be adjusted hundreds of times. Just like a modern fighter jet you’re the pilot and 
control the flight. Each time one surface is changed you have a slightly different flying glider for endless control combina-
tions plus real  AERODYNAMIC S.T.E.M learning.

There are also 3 ways to launch your DUELING DUAL FIGHTERS™ for flights ranging from a super easy beginner toss or a 
3-fingered grip style for more power plus a unique lever-actuated velocity flight with our Easy-Launch Lever System. 

With 3 separate sets of wings, you can have 10 different model setups with their own unique look or you can experiment 
with any combination for hundreds of configurations. These models are made for serious play and superior durability. They 
are also designed to come apart in a crash or even a possible air to air collision! No matter what happens all you do is plug 
the wings back in and your ready for more flying action. When your done you can hang and display both from the ceiling with 
provided hooks. Package Dimensions:  13.00” x 12.20” x 3.35” (6)  MSRP $39.99

Geoglide™ SOARING BIRD GLIDERS with 33” WINGSPAN
Both our FREEDOM EAGLE™ & FREEDOM HAWK™ have been professionally sculpted and detailed down to every single feather to make them the most 
realistic flying bird models ever produced! Our flying TERROR PTERODACTYL™ is detailed using real museum fossil reference from the Jurassic age. All 
the shapes and lines are to scale and the skin on the body reveals all the muscles in the arms and body.

Both Birds and Pterodactyl are hand-painted and just like in nature, no two are exactly alike. All are carefully shaped in the “glide” position for high 
flight performance and are made from nearly indestructible, durable EPP foam with a huge lifelike 33” wingspan. They can be assembled in seconds 
with plug-in wings and tails plus all include a small hook for displaying from the ceiling when not in use. 

Flying any of our 3 life-like models is easy. For play around the yard or in smaller areas just grab underneath and give it a throw. With a little more space, like 
a local park or playfield you can use our Extreme Launcher System to gently launch your model up to 50 feet high where it then automatically disengages so 
your model can then soar free in flights of 500 feet or more!  All this with no batteries required!  MSRP $39.99

Geoglide™ 33” 
FREEDOM EAGLE™  #10061  

Package Dimensions:  16.93” x 9.84” x 3.94” (6) MSRP $39.99

Geoglide™ 33” 
SOARING HAWK™  #10062  

Package Dimensions:  16.93” x 9.84” x 3.94” (6) MSRP $39.99

Geoglide™ 33” 
TERROR PTERODACTYL™  #10063  

Package Dimensions:  16.93” x 9.84” x 3.94” (6) MSRP $39.99
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Geoglide™ DUELING DUAL FIGHTERS™  #10060
This dual model set comes complete with two Fighters of super durability and multiple wing combinations making them 
ready for great flying missions or dogfighting duels. Included is a 16-page booklet explaining the aerodynamics of flight and 
how the 17 different flying surfaces can be adjusted hundreds of times. Just like a modern fighter jet you’re the pilot and 
control the flight. Each time one surface is changed you have a slightly different flying glider for endless control combina-
tions plus real  AERODYNAMIC S.T.E.M learning.

There are also 3 ways to launch your DUELING DUAL FIGHTERS™ for flights ranging from a super easy beginner toss or a 
3-fingered grip style for more power plus a unique lever-actuated velocity flight with our Easy-Launch Lever System. 

With 3 separate sets of wings, you can have 10 different model setups with their own unique look or you can experiment 
with any combination for hundreds of configurations. These models are made for serious play and superior durability. They 
are also designed to come apart in a crash or even a possible air to air collision! No matter what happens all you do is plug 
the wings back in and your ready for more flying action. When your done you can hang and display both from the ceiling with 
provided hooks. Package Dimensions:  13.00” x 12.20” x 3.35” (6)  MSRP $39.99

Geoglide™ SOARING BIRD GLIDERS with 33” WINGSPAN
Both our FREEDOM EAGLE™ & FREEDOM HAWK™ have been professionally sculpted and detailed down to every single feather to make them the most 
realistic flying bird models ever produced! Our flying TERROR PTERODACTYL™ is detailed using real museum fossil reference from the Jurassic age. All 
the shapes and lines are to scale and the skin on the body reveals all the muscles in the arms and body.

Both Birds and Pterodactyl are hand-painted and just like in nature, no two are exactly alike. All are carefully shaped in the “glide” position for high 
flight performance and are made from nearly indestructible, durable EPP foam with a huge lifelike 33” wingspan. They can be assembled in seconds 
with plug-in wings and tails plus all include a small hook for displaying from the ceiling when not in use. 

Flying any of our 3 life-like models is easy. For play around the yard or in smaller areas just grab underneath and give it a throw. With a little more space, like 
a local park or playfield you can use our Extreme Launcher System to gently launch your model up to 50 feet high where it then automatically disengages so 
your model can then soar free in flights of 500 feet or more!  All this with no batteries required!  MSRP $39.99

Geoglide™ 33” 
FREEDOM EAGLE™  #10061  

Package Dimensions:  16.93” x 9.84” x 3.94” (6) MSRP $39.99

Geoglide™ 33” 
SOARING HAWK™  #10062  

Package Dimensions:  16.93” x 9.84” x 3.94” (6) MSRP $39.99

Geoglide™ 33” 
TERROR PTERODACTYL™  #10063  

Package Dimensions:  16.93” x 9.84” x 3.94” (6) MSRP $39.99
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JR Replacement Rockets 
4-Pack are the primary 

Rockets for Jump Rocket, 
Jump Rocket® Deluxe, 

and Triple Shotz.

SEE JUMP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

SEE JUMP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

SEE JUMP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

JUMP ROCKET® MINI  #12902
We’ve scaled down the size of our best-selling JUMP ROCKET® into a new Mini model that’s perfect 
for younger children. Like the full-sized version, it features an air-powered launching pad connected 
by a hose to the rubber pump. When young spaceship commanders place a rocket on the pad, take a 
big leap, and land on the pump, air pressure causes the rocket to explode upwards...up to 50’ high! 
Includes three foam-tipped rockets, launching pad, and foot pump. 
Ages 3 & Up! Package Dimensions: 11” x 10” x 2” (24)  MSRP $8.99

Order #12924 6” Long MINI Replacement Rockets 8-Pack  
for above. (24)  MSRP $8.99 

JUMP ROCKET® Deluxe Set #12923
With Adjustable Launcher & 6 Rockets
The Deluxe version of our best selling Jump Rocket, which flies super-high with the power of 
compressed air... by simply jumping up and onto the hemisphere-shaped air pump. Slide the safe, 
foam JUMP ROCKET® onto its launch tube, and aim the pivoting launch base toward the target. 
Then stomp onto the pump and behold...a flight of up to 300 feet in elevation! Any higher and 
you’d need a license from the FAA! It couldn’t be easier, simpler or more FUN. Our patented Thrust 
Booster greatly increases the flight distance of other versions. All the kids (and parents) in the  
neighborhood will want to try it! Includes air pump, launch pad, 3 soft foam JR rockets each with 
patented Thrust Boosters, and 3 smaller foam MINI rockets and inflatable ring target. Ages 6 and 
up. Package Dimensions: 11” x 10” x 3.5” (10)  MSRP $24.99

Order #12914 4-Pack 10” Long JR. Replacement Rockets 
for above. (24)  MSRP $8.99

Original JUMP ROCKET® #12912
Jump it UP! Thump it UP! WAY UP! How far? How about the height of a 30-story building! Simply slide the safe, foam JUMP 
ROCKET® onto its launching pad, jump up and land on the hemisphere-shaped air pump, and watch it BLAST OFF...to a height of 
up to 300 feet! It couldn’t be easier, simpler or more FUN. Kids even get some exercise too, every time they jump on the pump. 
We’re improved the technology with our PATENTED Thrust Booster, doubling the flight distance of previous versions. For ju-
nior astronauts and parents who want to amaze all the neighbors. Includes air pump, launch pad and 3 soft foam rockets.  
Ages 4 and up. Package Dimensions: 11” x 10” x 3.5” (10)  MSRP $17.99

AIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETS

10” Long JR Replacement 
Rockets 4-Pack  #12914
Package Dimensions: 13” x 6.75” x 1.25” (24) 
These replacement rockets fit items #12907, #12910, #12912, 
#12915, #12923, #12928 and #12939.  MSRP $8.99

AIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETS24 25
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12/24 per case



JR Replacement Rockets 
4-Pack are the primary 

Rockets for Jump Rocket, 
Jump Rocket® Deluxe, 

and Triple Shotz.

SEE JUMP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

SEE JUMP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

SEE JUMP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

JUMP ROCKET® MINI  #12902
We’ve scaled down the size of our best-selling JUMP ROCKET® into a new Mini model that’s perfect 
for younger children. Like the full-sized version, it features an air-powered launching pad connected 
by a hose to the rubber pump. When young spaceship commanders place a rocket on the pad, take a 
big leap, and land on the pump, air pressure causes the rocket to explode upwards...up to 50’ high! 
Includes three foam-tipped rockets, launching pad, and foot pump. 
Ages 3 & Up! Package Dimensions: 11” x 10” x 2” (24)  MSRP $8.99

Order #12924 6” Long MINI Replacement Rockets 8-Pack  
for above. (24)  MSRP $8.99 

JUMP ROCKET® Deluxe Set #12923
With Adjustable Launcher & 6 Rockets
The Deluxe version of our best selling Jump Rocket, which flies super-high with the power of 
compressed air... by simply jumping up and onto the hemisphere-shaped air pump. Slide the safe, 
foam JUMP ROCKET® onto its launch tube, and aim the pivoting launch base toward the target. 
Then stomp onto the pump and behold...a flight of up to 300 feet in elevation! Any higher and 
you’d need a license from the FAA! It couldn’t be easier, simpler or more FUN. Our patented Thrust 
Booster greatly increases the flight distance of other versions. All the kids (and parents) in the  
neighborhood will want to try it! Includes air pump, launch pad, 3 soft foam JR rockets each with 
patented Thrust Boosters, and 3 smaller foam MINI rockets and inflatable ring target. Ages 6 and 
up. Package Dimensions: 11” x 10” x 3.5” (10)  MSRP $24.99

Order #12914 4-Pack 10” Long JR. Replacement Rockets 
for above. (24)  MSRP $8.99

Original JUMP ROCKET® #12912
Jump it UP! Thump it UP! WAY UP! How far? How about the height of a 30-story building! Simply slide the safe, foam JUMP 
ROCKET® onto its launching pad, jump up and land on the hemisphere-shaped air pump, and watch it BLAST OFF...to a height of 
up to 300 feet! It couldn’t be easier, simpler or more FUN. Kids even get some exercise too, every time they jump on the pump. 
We’re improved the technology with our PATENTED Thrust Booster, doubling the flight distance of previous versions. For ju-
nior astronauts and parents who want to amaze all the neighbors. Includes air pump, launch pad and 3 soft foam rockets.  
Ages 4 and up. Package Dimensions: 11” x 10” x 3.5” (10)  MSRP $17.99

AIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETS

10” Long JR Replacement 
Rockets 4-Pack  #12914
Package Dimensions: 13” x 6.75” x 1.25” (24) 
These replacement rockets fit items #12907, #12910, #12912, 
#12915, #12923, #12928 and #12939.  MSRP $8.99

AIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETS24 25
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SEE PUMP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

PUMP ROCKET® MINI #12924
6”  Long Replacement Rockets 8-pack 
For multiple, rapid-fire launches, perfect for backyard star wars (Replacements fit items 
#12902, #12912, #12922, #12923, #12925 and #12939). 
Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 12” x 6.5” x 1.25” (24)  MSRP $8.99

PUMP ROCKET® MINI  
in POP Display of 36  #12925
A scaled down version of our popular larger PUMP ROCKET® SR, this one appeals to small 
tykes. Countdown begins when a rocket is placed on the launch tube.  Then one pump 
of the launcher and watch the rocket lift off in a burst of speed and soar up to 30 feet 
into space. Soft, safe foam tips let them be launched indoors or out. Each includes pump 
launcher, one rocket with stabilizer fins. Comes in 4 assorted colors in a FREE POP display.  
Ages 3 & Up. POP Floor Display Dimensions: 20” x 10.25” x 10.25”. 
Item Dimensions: 19.5” x 2.25” x 2.25” (36)  MSRP $4.49

26 27AIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETS

17” Long PUMP ROCKET® SR 
Replacement Rockets 2-Pack  #12901
This set of 2 extra rockets is equipped with our patented Thrust Booster™ that dramatically 
increases flight distance and velocity. Extra rockets come in handy when one gets stuck in a tree 
or on a roof! Package includes 2 rockets (assorted colors).
(Replacements fit items #12900, #12908, #12909 and #12938)
Ages 5 & up. Package Dimensions: 21” x 6” x 2” (24)  MSRP $8.99

PUMP ROCKET® SR 
with Patented Thrust Booster™   
in POP of 36 #12900
Kids go wild over PUMP ROCKETS®... load a rocket, pump the launcher, and watch as it soars up to 150 feet! Made 
of safe, soft foam, these rockets have extra soft foam tips so they can be launched indoors or out.  Each PUMP 
ROCKET® SR includes durable pump launcher, one rocket with stabilizer wings, patented Thrust Booster™ that adds 
more flight time and distance. Comes in 4 assorted colors in a FREE POP display. 
Ages 5 & up. POP Floor DisplayDimensions: 14.5” x 14.75” x 39.5”.
Item Dimensions: 37.5” x 4.0” x 3.75” (36)  MSRP $11.49

 

Order #12901 SR Replacement Rockets 2-Pack for above.  MSRP $8.99

10” Long PUMP ROCKET JR® 
Replacement Rockets 4-Pack  #12914
This set of 4 extra rockets is equipped with our patented Thrust Booster™ that 
dramatically increases flight distance and velocity. Extra rockets come in handy when 
one gets stuck in a tree or on a roof! Package includes 4 rockets (assorted colors) 
packed with a header card.
(These replacement rockets fit items #12907, #12910, #12912, #12915, #12923, 
#12928 and #12939). 
Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 13” x 6.75” x 1.25” (24)  MSRP $8.99

PUMP ROCKET JR®  
With Patented Thrust Booster™

In POP of 36  #12910
Kids go wild over PUMP ROCKET JR®... load a rocket, pump the launcher, and watch it soar up to 100 feet! This is a scaled-down 
version of our ever-popular PUMP ROCKET® SR, designed for ages 3+. Rockets have safe, extra-soft foam tips so they can be 
launched indoors or out. Each PUMP ROCKET™ includes durable pump launcher, one rocket with stabilizer wings, and patented 
Thrust Booster™ that adds more flight time and distance. Comes in 4 assorted colors in a FREE POP display. Ages 3 & Up. POP 
Floor Display Dimensions: 31” x 10.25” x 10.25”. Item Dimensions: 30.25” x 2.25” x 2.25” (36)  MSRP $7.49

Order #12914 JR Replacement Rockets 4-Pack for above. (24)  MSRP $8.99

26-27_2020.indd   1 1/30/20   6:31 PM

$6.25 Cdn.,
24 per case

$3.00 Cdn.
36 per display
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SEE PUMP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

PUMP ROCKET® MINI #12924
6”  Long Replacement Rockets 8-pack 
For multiple, rapid-fire launches, perfect for backyard star wars (Replacements fit items 
#12902, #12912, #12922, #12923, #12925 and #12939). 
Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 12” x 6.5” x 1.25” (24)  MSRP $8.99

PUMP ROCKET® MINI  
in POP Display of 36  #12925
A scaled down version of our popular larger PUMP ROCKET® SR, this one appeals to small 
tykes. Countdown begins when a rocket is placed on the launch tube.  Then one pump 
of the launcher and watch the rocket lift off in a burst of speed and soar up to 30 feet 
into space. Soft, safe foam tips let them be launched indoors or out. Each includes pump 
launcher, one rocket with stabilizer fins. Comes in 4 assorted colors in a FREE POP display.  
Ages 3 & Up. POP Floor Display Dimensions: 20” x 10.25” x 10.25”. 
Item Dimensions: 19.5” x 2.25” x 2.25” (36)  MSRP $4.49

26 27AIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETS

17” Long PUMP ROCKET® SR 
Replacement Rockets 2-Pack  #12901
This set of 2 extra rockets is equipped with our patented Thrust Booster™ that dramatically 
increases flight distance and velocity. Extra rockets come in handy when one gets stuck in a tree 
or on a roof! Package includes 2 rockets (assorted colors).
(Replacements fit items #12900, #12908, #12909 and #12938)
Ages 5 & up. Package Dimensions: 21” x 6” x 2” (24)  MSRP $8.99

PUMP ROCKET® SR 
with Patented Thrust Booster™   
in POP of 36 #12900
Kids go wild over PUMP ROCKETS®... load a rocket, pump the launcher, and watch as it soars up to 150 feet! Made 
of safe, soft foam, these rockets have extra soft foam tips so they can be launched indoors or out.  Each PUMP 
ROCKET® SR includes durable pump launcher, one rocket with stabilizer wings, patented Thrust Booster™ that adds 
more flight time and distance. Comes in 4 assorted colors in a FREE POP display. 
Ages 5 & up. POP Floor DisplayDimensions: 14.5” x 14.75” x 39.5”.
Item Dimensions: 37.5” x 4.0” x 3.75” (36)  MSRP $11.49

 

Order #12901 SR Replacement Rockets 2-Pack for above.  MSRP $8.99

10” Long PUMP ROCKET JR® 
Replacement Rockets 4-Pack  #12914
This set of 4 extra rockets is equipped with our patented Thrust Booster™ that 
dramatically increases flight distance and velocity. Extra rockets come in handy when 
one gets stuck in a tree or on a roof! Package includes 4 rockets (assorted colors) 
packed with a header card.
(These replacement rockets fit items #12907, #12910, #12912, #12915, #12923, 
#12928 and #12939). 
Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 13” x 6.75” x 1.25” (24)  MSRP $8.99

PUMP ROCKET JR®  
With Patented Thrust Booster™

In POP of 36  #12910
Kids go wild over PUMP ROCKET JR®... load a rocket, pump the launcher, and watch it soar up to 100 feet! This is a scaled-down 
version of our ever-popular PUMP ROCKET® SR, designed for ages 3+. Rockets have safe, extra-soft foam tips so they can be 
launched indoors or out. Each PUMP ROCKET™ includes durable pump launcher, one rocket with stabilizer wings, and patented 
Thrust Booster™ that adds more flight time and distance. Comes in 4 assorted colors in a FREE POP display. Ages 3 & Up. POP 
Floor Display Dimensions: 31” x 10.25” x 10.25”. Item Dimensions: 30.25” x 2.25” x 2.25” (36)  MSRP $7.49

Order #12914 JR Replacement Rockets 4-Pack for above. (24)  MSRP $8.99
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SEE LED NIGHT SHOTZ 
IN ACTION!

SEE TRIPLE SHOTZ 
IN ACTION!

28 29

PUMP ROCKET® MICRO™SLAM STATION™ Set  
#12964
It’s like having a micro-sized Kennedy Space Center in a child’s own backyard. Amateur rocketeers can select from two launch 
protocols when preparing for blast-off of the 3 soft and safe foam rockets. They can either use the hand pump alone, as our MICRO 
SHOTZ™ does, or mount them atop the cleverly designed launch pad. As Mission Control preps for countdown, kids simply set a 
rocket onto the Station’s launch tube which can be angled in multiple directions, connect the air hose to the hand pump, and get 
ready for high flyin’ action! As kids squeeze or SLAM the pump, a rocket explodes off the launch pad…up to 60 feet into the air! 
Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 12.5” x 10.9” x 2.6”  (12)  MSRP $9.99

Order #12969 12-Pack Replacement MICRO Rockets.

JUMP ROCKET®  LED NIGHT SHOTZ™  Set  #12940
With 3 LED Rockets & Jump Launcher
A dazzling addition to our popular Jump Rocket® lineup, our new LED-lit version lights up the night like a miniature NASA space 
launch! Nestled inside the soft rubber nose of each rocket is a rugged LED light, activated by an on/off switch. Launch the 
rocket with a simple foot stomp, and watch in awe as the rocket ascends up to 100’! Each set includes three LED 
Rockets and Jump Launcher. LEDs are powered by built-in non-replaceable batteries that store enough power for 
hundreds of lighted flights. Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 11.75” x 9.9” x 3.50” (10)  MSRP $24.99

AIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETS AIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETS

REPLACEMENT ROCKETS FOR  
JUMP ROCKET® LED NIGHT SHOTZ™ – 3 Pack #12944 
Kids love commanding a large arsenal of NIGHT SHOTZ™ Rockets, so they can orchestrate an intense, rapid-fire aerial assault, 
and replace the occasional stray that goes missing in action. LEDs are powered by built-in non-replaceable batteries that store 
enough power for hundreds of lighted flights.  Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 13.00” x 6.75 x 1.25” (12)  MSRP $9.99

JUMP ROCKET ®  LED TRIPLE BLAST™  #12982
Mission Control is on alert.  Conditions are perfect for blasting off one, two or all three Pump Rockets® at the same 
time for distances up to 150’ feet! The launch sequence is simple- the ruggedly constructed launch tubes easily snap 
into the LED base station ports. Once attached, smoothly adjust each launch tube in its awesome 360º orbital port.  
The safe, soft foam rockets can be targeted to ‘Blast Off’ in unlimited angles for max height or distance.  Just jump 
up and STOMP on it with all your weight.  A burst of air rushes through the tubing, launching the 9” foam rockets off 
the pad and into the stratosphere.  Mission accomplished!
Ages 6 & Up.  Package Dimensions:  11” x 10” x 3.5” (10)  MSRP $23.99
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$8.00 Cdn., 24 per case

$15.50 each, 10 per case



SEE LED NIGHT SHOTZ 
IN ACTION!

SEE TRIPLE SHOTZ 
IN ACTION!

28 29

PUMP ROCKET® MICRO™SLAM STATION™ Set  
#12964
It’s like having a micro-sized Kennedy Space Center in a child’s own backyard. Amateur rocketeers can select from two launch 
protocols when preparing for blast-off of the 3 soft and safe foam rockets. They can either use the hand pump alone, as our MICRO 
SHOTZ™ does, or mount them atop the cleverly designed launch pad. As Mission Control preps for countdown, kids simply set a 
rocket onto the Station’s launch tube which can be angled in multiple directions, connect the air hose to the hand pump, and get 
ready for high flyin’ action! As kids squeeze or SLAM the pump, a rocket explodes off the launch pad…up to 60 feet into the air! 
Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 12.5” x 10.9” x 2.6”  (12)  MSRP $9.99

Order #12969 12-Pack Replacement MICRO Rockets.

JUMP ROCKET®  LED NIGHT SHOTZ™  Set  #12940
With 3 LED Rockets & Jump Launcher
A dazzling addition to our popular Jump Rocket® lineup, our new LED-lit version lights up the night like a miniature NASA space 
launch! Nestled inside the soft rubber nose of each rocket is a rugged LED light, activated by an on/off switch. Launch the 
rocket with a simple foot stomp, and watch in awe as the rocket ascends up to 100’! Each set includes three LED 
Rockets and Jump Launcher. LEDs are powered by built-in non-replaceable batteries that store enough power for 
hundreds of lighted flights. Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 11.75” x 9.9” x 3.50” (10)  MSRP $24.99

AIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETS AIR POWERED ROCKETSAIR POWERED ROCKETS

REPLACEMENT ROCKETS FOR  
JUMP ROCKET® LED NIGHT SHOTZ™ – 3 Pack #12944 
Kids love commanding a large arsenal of NIGHT SHOTZ™ Rockets, so they can orchestrate an intense, rapid-fire aerial assault, 
and replace the occasional stray that goes missing in action. LEDs are powered by built-in non-replaceable batteries that store 
enough power for hundreds of lighted flights.  Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 13.00” x 6.75 x 1.25” (12)  MSRP $9.99

JUMP ROCKET ®  LED TRIPLE BLAST™  #12982
Mission Control is on alert.  Conditions are perfect for blasting off one, two or all three Pump Rockets® at the same 
time for distances up to 150’ feet! The launch sequence is simple- the ruggedly constructed launch tubes easily snap 
into the LED base station ports. Once attached, smoothly adjust each launch tube in its awesome 360º orbital port.  
The safe, soft foam rockets can be targeted to ‘Blast Off’ in unlimited angles for max height or distance.  Just jump 
up and STOMP on it with all your weight.  A burst of air rushes through the tubing, launching the 9” foam rockets off 
the pad and into the stratosphere.  Mission accomplished!
Ages 6 & Up.  Package Dimensions:  11” x 10” x 3.5” (10)  MSRP $23.99
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$8.00 Cdn., 12 per case

Prices are not guaranteed and are subject to change without notice.

$18.50 each,
10 per case
Limited qty. at
this price.

$7.75 each, 12 per case
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SLAP ROCKET™ #12954
Slap it with your hand.  Slam it on the ground. Either method powers the foam rockets into 
the air with blazing speed…up to 50 feet high!  The Slap Rocket has a unique launching 
system that kids find endlessly entertaining.  They simply load one of three included soft, safe 
foam rockets onto the launcher, grasp it firmly, and use their other hand to either push or slap 
the soft plastic “bellows” plunger at the base.  For even longer flights, slam the plunger onto any 
firm surface.  Ages 3 & Up.  Package Dimensions:  15” x 8.25” x 2.25” (24)  MSRP $4.99

SLAP ROCKET ™ #12955
In POP Display of 36
A “starter” version of the Slap Rocket includes a single rocket and 
launcher.  Ages 3 & Up. Item Dimensions:  2.25” x 2.25” x 13” (36)  
POP Dimensions:  10” x 10” x 13.5”  MSRP $3.99

SLAP ROCKET ™  #12956
6” Long Rocket Six -Pack  Replacements
More is better in the world of Slap Rockets. Kids naturally want to build up a stockpile of rockets to replace rockets  
that get chewed by the dog, stuck on the roof or in a tree. Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions:  9.5” x 6.5” x 1.25”  (24)  MSRP $5.99

SEE SLAP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

FINGER FLINGER™  #12401
Our new Finger Flinger is a modern update of the slingshot that’s fun for target practice 
and play.  The projectile is a soft, safe sleek foam rocket that can fly over 80 feet!  In the nose of 
the rocket is a thick rubber band with a loop on the end.  Simply insert a fingertip into the loop, 
then draw back the launching band, and…whoosh…the rocket takes off in a fury.  Rugged 
construction and built-in flotation makes it perfect for pools or lakes.  Because the launcher is 
permanently attached to the rocket, it can’t get lost and is ready for use at a moment’s notice.   
Ages 6 & Up.  Package Dimensions: 11” x 4” x 1.12” (24)  MSRP $3.99

JUMP ROCKET®  BUILD ‘N’ BLAST™ 
ROCKET BUILDING KIT #12981
Attention all Rocket Scientists in training, please report for Rocket Building class! The only thing better than launching 
rockets is building them first and this S.T.E.M. approved kit has you covered. With our complete rocket crafting kit 
containing over 40 components you can safely design, build and fly 8 unique air-powered paper rockets. See who 
can build the best one! Then compete to see who can launch it the farthest with the JUMP ROCKET® approved 
air-powered system! Contains everything you need. Easy to follow assembly instructions included. This toy is S.T.E.M. 
approved and is excellent for learning.  Ages 4 & Up. Package Dimensions:  11” x 10” x 2” (12) MSRP $9.99

MEGA  AIR POWERED ROCKETS FOAM FLYING FUN

JUMP ROCKET® DISTANCE MAXX™

REPLACEMENT ROCKETS 
4-PACK #12305 

Ages 4 & Up. Package Dimensions: 18” x 6” x 2” (24)
MSRP $8.99

JUMP ROCKET® DISTANCE MAXX™  #12304
How far can it fly? How close to the target? Can it scare the dog? These are the questions kids can answer with our new 
Jump Rocket Distance Maxx. Tremendous distances (up to 125’) are easily flown with this baby, thanks to the ingenious 
launch “pad.” Kids leap up and jump on the rubber bladder, which expels air into a tube, powering the foam-tipped 
rocket. Junior astronauts have a blast adjusting the angle of the rocket (up to 60 degrees), either for height or distance. 

Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 10.5” x 8.5” x 3.25” (12)   MSRP $9.99
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SLAP ROCKET™ #12954
Slap it with your hand.  Slam it on the ground. Either method powers the foam rockets into 
the air with blazing speed…up to 50 feet high!  The Slap Rocket has a unique launching 
system that kids find endlessly entertaining.  They simply load one of three included soft, safe 
foam rockets onto the launcher, grasp it firmly, and use their other hand to either push or slap 
the soft plastic “bellows” plunger at the base.  For even longer flights, slam the plunger onto any 
firm surface.  Ages 3 & Up.  Package Dimensions:  15” x 8.25” x 2.25” (24)  MSRP $4.99

SLAP ROCKET ™ #12955
In POP Display of 36
A “starter” version of the Slap Rocket includes a single rocket and 
launcher.  Ages 3 & Up. Item Dimensions:  2.25” x 2.25” x 13” (36)  
POP Dimensions:  10” x 10” x 13.5”  MSRP $3.99

SLAP ROCKET ™  #12956
6” Long Rocket Six -Pack  Replacements
More is better in the world of Slap Rockets. Kids naturally want to build up a stockpile of rockets to replace rockets  
that get chewed by the dog, stuck on the roof or in a tree. Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions:  9.5” x 6.5” x 1.25”  (24)  MSRP $5.99

SEE SLAP ROCKET 
IN ACTION!

FINGER FLINGER™  #12401
Our new Finger Flinger is a modern update of the slingshot that’s fun for target practice 
and play.  The projectile is a soft, safe sleek foam rocket that can fly over 80 feet!  In the nose of 
the rocket is a thick rubber band with a loop on the end.  Simply insert a fingertip into the loop, 
then draw back the launching band, and…whoosh…the rocket takes off in a fury.  Rugged 
construction and built-in flotation makes it perfect for pools or lakes.  Because the launcher is 
permanently attached to the rocket, it can’t get lost and is ready for use at a moment’s notice.   
Ages 6 & Up.  Package Dimensions: 11” x 4” x 1.12” (24)  MSRP $3.99

JUMP ROCKET®  BUILD ‘N’ BLAST™ 
ROCKET BUILDING KIT #12981
Attention all Rocket Scientists in training, please report for Rocket Building class! The only thing better than launching 
rockets is building them first and this S.T.E.M. approved kit has you covered. With our complete rocket crafting kit 
containing over 40 components you can safely design, build and fly 8 unique air-powered paper rockets. See who 
can build the best one! Then compete to see who can launch it the farthest with the JUMP ROCKET® approved 
air-powered system! Contains everything you need. Easy to follow assembly instructions included. This toy is S.T.E.M. 
approved and is excellent for learning.  Ages 4 & Up. Package Dimensions:  11” x 10” x 2” (12) MSRP $9.99

MEGA  AIR POWERED ROCKETS FOAM FLYING FUN

JUMP ROCKET® DISTANCE MAXX™

REPLACEMENT ROCKETS 
4-PACK #12305 

Ages 4 & Up. Package Dimensions: 18” x 6” x 2” (24)
MSRP $8.99

JUMP ROCKET® DISTANCE MAXX™  #12304
How far can it fly? How close to the target? Can it scare the dog? These are the questions kids can answer with our new 
Jump Rocket Distance Maxx. Tremendous distances (up to 125’) are easily flown with this baby, thanks to the ingenious 
launch “pad.” Kids leap up and jump on the rubber bladder, which expels air into a tube, powering the foam-tipped 
rocket. Junior astronauts have a blast adjusting the angle of the rocket (up to 60 degrees), either for height or distance. 

Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 10.5” x 8.5” x 3.25” (12)   MSRP $9.99
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32 33 HIGH FLYING FOAM FUN SPINNING FUN ACTION

SEE WORD SPIN
IN ACTION!

WORD SPIN® Travel Game  #82002
Spin...Switch...Spell...and Score!!! WORD SPIN® is the original Award-Winning MAGNETIC Spin Game that combines the best 
elements of many popular word games and crossword puzzles! Simple enough for children to play, yet challenging enough for 
college professors! Includes 8 MAGNETIC wheels which can be switched and re-arranged in any order. Each wheel has 10 letters 
and each letter has an assigned point value. Play 10 different games with 1, 2 or more players, or teams. Travel pouch included.  
Ages 8 to Adult. Package Dimensions: 8.5” x 6” x 2.25” (24)  MSRP $14.99

#12952  AIR ARCHER™ 
1 Foam Rocket     
Color POP Dimensions: 28.50” x 15.25” x 13.25” (8)   
MSRP $19.99

LED PUMP ROCKET® AIR ARCHER™

Get ready for a revolution! Our new AIR ARCHER™, with its flexible, bow-like arm, dramatically increases the power of the 
PUMP ROCKET® launcher. You won’t believe how fast and far these foam rockets will travel. To operate, simply pull back the 
launcher piston, stretching the elastic bow string attached to the ends of the bow. When it’s fully drawn back, let go and…
WHOOOSH!!!, the rocket goes screaming off into space at near Mach speeds. Okay, maybe a little slower than that, but still 
impressively fast. Kids will be amazed. Ages 5 & Up.

SEE AIR ARCHER 
IN ACTION!

#12944 LED (3-Pack) 
Ages 3 & Up.Package Dimensions:  

13” x 6.75” x 1.25” (24)   
MSRP $9.99

#12994 (4-Pack) 
Ages 3 & Up.Package Dimensions: 

13” x 6.75” x 1.25” (24)   
MSRP $8.99

#12959 (12-Pack) 
Ages 3 & Up.Package Dimensions:  

5.5” x 4” x 1.25” (24)   
MSRP $8.99

PUMP ROCKET® STUNT THRUSTERZ™  
2-Pack Accessory #12972
Our new STUNT THRUSTERZ™ PLANES fly with amazing aerodynamic precision up to 50 feet! Junior 
pilots can spend hours dueling with each other, setting distance records, and performing aerobatics 
such as barrel rolls and flips. Made of soft, safe foam, two glider planes are included in this accessory 
pack that will fit 3 different launcher platforms: AIR ARCHER™, BUNGEE BLAST™ JR. or any version 
of PUMP ROCKET® JR. Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 11.5” x 7.5” x 3.5” (24)  MSRP $9.99

THE INCREDIBLE FLYING FEATHER  #12404
Fling this incredible new flying toy into the air, by hand or with the included bungee launcher. It knifes through the air  with 
amazing speed, soaring up to 35 feet. Then watch the magic unfold as it twirls slowly to the ground, like a gigantic maple seed 
or helicopter rotor! Kids and adults alike are fascinated by the mesmerizing motion of its descent. Inspired by the aerodynamic 
shape of a real maple seed, it is engineered to fly far, auto-rotate perfectly, and last for years. Ages 4 & Up. Assorted two colors.  
Measures 8” long. Package Dimensions: 9.63” x 2” x 2”  Color POP Dimensions:  12.75” x 12.75” x 9.75” 
Assorted 18 Falcon Wings and 18 Fairy Wings. (36)   MSRP $4.99
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32 33 HIGH FLYING FOAM FUN SPINNING FUN ACTION

SEE WORD SPIN
IN ACTION!

WORD SPIN® Travel Game  #82002
Spin...Switch...Spell...and Score!!! WORD SPIN® is the original Award-Winning MAGNETIC Spin Game that combines the best 
elements of many popular word games and crossword puzzles! Simple enough for children to play, yet challenging enough for 
college professors! Includes 8 MAGNETIC wheels which can be switched and re-arranged in any order. Each wheel has 10 letters 
and each letter has an assigned point value. Play 10 different games with 1, 2 or more players, or teams. Travel pouch included.  
Ages 8 to Adult. Package Dimensions: 8.5” x 6” x 2.25” (24)  MSRP $14.99

#12952  AIR ARCHER™ 
1 Foam Rocket     
Color POP Dimensions: 28.50” x 15.25” x 13.25” (8)   
MSRP $19.99

LED PUMP ROCKET® AIR ARCHER™

Get ready for a revolution! Our new AIR ARCHER™, with its flexible, bow-like arm, dramatically increases the power of the 
PUMP ROCKET® launcher. You won’t believe how fast and far these foam rockets will travel. To operate, simply pull back the 
launcher piston, stretching the elastic bow string attached to the ends of the bow. When it’s fully drawn back, let go and…
WHOOOSH!!!, the rocket goes screaming off into space at near Mach speeds. Okay, maybe a little slower than that, but still 
impressively fast. Kids will be amazed. Ages 5 & Up.

SEE AIR ARCHER 
IN ACTION!

#12944 LED (3-Pack) 
Ages 3 & Up.Package Dimensions:  

13” x 6.75” x 1.25” (24)   
MSRP $9.99

#12994 (4-Pack) 
Ages 3 & Up.Package Dimensions: 

13” x 6.75” x 1.25” (24)   
MSRP $8.99

#12959 (12-Pack) 
Ages 3 & Up.Package Dimensions:  

5.5” x 4” x 1.25” (24)   
MSRP $8.99

PUMP ROCKET® STUNT THRUSTERZ™  
2-Pack Accessory #12972
Our new STUNT THRUSTERZ™ PLANES fly with amazing aerodynamic precision up to 50 feet! Junior 
pilots can spend hours dueling with each other, setting distance records, and performing aerobatics 
such as barrel rolls and flips. Made of soft, safe foam, two glider planes are included in this accessory 
pack that will fit 3 different launcher platforms: AIR ARCHER™, BUNGEE BLAST™ JR. or any version 
of PUMP ROCKET® JR. Ages 3 & Up. Package Dimensions: 11.5” x 7.5” x 3.5” (24)  MSRP $9.99

THE INCREDIBLE FLYING FEATHER  #12404
Fling this incredible new flying toy into the air, by hand or with the included bungee launcher. It knifes through the air  with 
amazing speed, soaring up to 35 feet. Then watch the magic unfold as it twirls slowly to the ground, like a gigantic maple seed 
or helicopter rotor! Kids and adults alike are fascinated by the mesmerizing motion of its descent. Inspired by the aerodynamic 
shape of a real maple seed, it is engineered to fly far, auto-rotate perfectly, and last for years. Ages 4 & Up. Assorted two colors.  
Measures 8” long. Package Dimensions: 9.63” x 2” x 2”  Color POP Dimensions:  12.75” x 12.75” x 9.75” 
Assorted 18 Falcon Wings and 18 Fairy Wings. (36)   MSRP $4.99
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NEW! JUMP ROCKET® DUELING ROCKETS  #12812
3, 2, 1....BLAST OFF! Challenge a friend to a rocket launching duel. See who can send their rocket the highest, or furthest 
in any direction. Our New DUELING JUMP ROCKETS® Set has a large Launch Pad with 2 Swivel Launcher Tubes that will 
air fire rockets 250 feet up or downrange at the same time! Simply slide the soft safe, foam JR Rockets onto each 
Swivel Launcher Tube, count down and simultaneously jump and land on the Air Pumps to launch. Watch both 
Rockets BLAST OFF! The DUELING JUMP ROCKETS® Set is made for tandem rocket launches, but it can also be 
used solo by one child. Our patent pending unique and newly designed Launch Tube can swivel in any direction 
so the rockets can also be launched at all angles and directions. The DUELING JUMP ROCKETS® Set is easy to use, 
and is 100% kid-powered! Kids will have hours of fun playing with our Jump Rocket range, and they will also 
get some exercise each time they jump on the pump and chase down the rockets.  
Set includes 2 Air Pumps, 2 Swivel Launch Tubes, Launch Pad and 6 Foam JR Rockets. 
Recommended for ages 4 and up. Package Dimensions:  10” x 8.5” x 4” (12) 
MSRP $24.99

7 28369 12812 7

GEOSPACE® International
3931 LEARY WAY NW
SEATTLE, WA  98107

FAX: (206) 547-1671
FOR EMAIL USE: ORDERS@GEOSPACEPLAY.COM

TEL: (800) 800-5090  
TEL: (206) 547-2556

WE ACCEPT BANKCARDS
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